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17H/004. Minutes  
 
 

 
 

Meeting Minutes of the Highways Committee 
held in the Village Hall, Lambs Lane, Cottenham 

On Tuesday 8th November 2016 at 7.30pm 
 

Present: Cllrs McCarthy (Chair), Morris, Hodson, Ward, Nicholas, Young and Assistant Clerk (AC) 
Absent: Cllrs Collier and Wotherspoon 
 

16H/061. Any Questions from the Public or Press – Standing Orders suspended at 7.30pm – SCDC Cllr Lynda 
Harford arrived at 7.31pm and made a request for CPC’s support in a Community Transport Scheme bid 
for a minibus to serve Over Day Care Centre, Cottenham and Rampton.  Cottenham Day Centre’s bus 
needs replacing, although low mileage, is very old and under-used.  A new bus could be available for their 
use on Tuesdays.  Over Day Care Centre have a section 19 licence, a condition of the bid application.  
Rampton is particularly bereft of public transport. SCDC Cllr Harford requests that CPC will support this 
bid and help with running costs, maybe funded by s106 development monies.  The scheme will be greatly 

beneficial to Cottenham - several Cottenham residents attend Over Day Care Centre as Cottenham Day 
Centre is unable to support their needs; Over Day Care Centre offer care at level 3.  A recent section 137 
grant application from Over Day Centre was rejected by CPC due to high reserves, SCDC Cllr Harford 
reiterated that the money in reserves only meets running costs for 2 years.   
Member of public arrived at 7.37pm. SCDC Cllr Harford left at 7.39pm. Member of public spoke about 
parking difficulties that will occur in relation to planning ref S/2517/16/FL (change of use from A1 to 
mixed use A1/A3, 230 High Street, Cottenham) Cllr McCarthy said that the planning committee was more 
appropriate.  Resident said that there wasn’t much discussion about the effect of increased parking 
requirements on close-by residents at the planning meeting on 3rd November 2016, there are so few 
spaces available.  Cllr McCarthy said that as the subject is not on this agenda, it cannot be discussed.  Cllr 
Morris pointed out that SCDC will make the planning decision, CPC’s view is advisory.  Resident was 
advised to comment on SCDC’s planning website. Resident left at 7.42pm.   

16H/062.  Standing Orders reinstated at 7.42pm - Chairman’s Introduction and Apologies – no apologies received. 
16H/063.  Declarations of Interest - To receive disclosures of pecuniary and non-pecuniary interests from Councillors on 

matters to be considered at the meeting. Cllr Ward declared a non-pecuniary interest on 16H/070; proposed 
one way system in the Lanes and will speak as resident. 

16H/064. Minutes - To resolve that the minutes of the Committee meeting held on 13th September 2016 be signed 
as a correct record. Amends made to 16H/047 – inserted ‘onto the High Street’ between turning right and 
from Denmark Rd, budget restraints are those of Cambs County Council, ‘foal’ changed to ‘foul’, ‘would’ 
changed to ‘are’, ‘the best solution’ changed to ‘more effective’. 16H/049, the word ‘only’ removed after 
High Street. ‘Council’ inserted between full and meeting.  16H/052 – costs changed to £2,500-£4,000.  Cllr 
Nicholas queried as to why 16H/052 - Upgrading of illuminated speed warning signs - was not on tonight’s 
agenda (as minutes infer), answer: omitted in error. RESOLVED 

16H/065.  REPORTS  

 Updates TROs, Beach/Cottenham Road, Pavement Project - report circulated prior to meeting. Cllr 
McCarthy outlined report. Cllr Morris outlined Pavement project update.  Cllr Nicholas commented 
that the bollards on Victory were originally installed to stop parking on the corner.  Cllr Morris said 
that the bollards will be removed. 

 Highways Issues - report circulated prior to meeting - Assistant Clerk. 
Cllr Young queried as to why gullies had been jetted during leaf fall and not after and suggests jetting 
again after leaf fall.  Cllr McCarthy said that CPC are not in control of schedule.  AC to query with Cambs 
County Council (CCC). 
Wooden House – CPC have looked at this issue several times – Cllr Morris suggested (approx. 2 years ago) 
to resident that they pay towards removal costs, approx. £2k.  Cllr Ward asked how can CPC progress 
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further.  Cllr Hodson pointed out that the speed humps were required at time of installation; the 
complaint is about noise/vibration and not speeding.  Cllr Nicholas suggested replacing the hump with 
speeds cushions, would CPC fund this?  Cllr Morris said any proposed changes would need to go through 
CCC before any works can go ahead.  Cllr Young asked if speed cushions were needed, as well as the two 
other humps already in place.  The removal only benefits one household.  Needs to be assessed along 
with other priorities. Cllr McCarthy to reply to resident that we have discussed the possibility of removing 
the speed hump and the item will go on next Agenda, 24th January 2017. 
Bramley Close – to be discussed on next Agenda, 24th January 2017 – AC to investigate options and 
ascertain problem. 
Lacks Close – Cllr McCarthy said that provided cars are parked safely there is not an issue – problem 
parking occurs on the junction - maybe yellow lines?  Cllr Young said that most of the properties have 
driveways with garages and that parking schemes are generally for off road parking.  Yellow lines to be 
investigated, along with other locations as part of one project. 

16H/066. Post Office Crossing – to consider possibility of installing a crossing on the High Street near to Post Office.  
This was mentioned at the Feast by several residents and at the last full council meeting.  Cllr Morris said 
that we need to consider the location, cost and need for the crossing to proceed further and a PV2 
(pedestrian and vehicle count) survey would need to be conducted – an LHI bid would be quicker than 
waiting for CCC to install. Cllr Nicholas commented that if the crossing was situated close to the Post 
Office, it would make exiting Rooks Street difficult, maybe position it further south towards the Baptist 
Church.  If positioned nearer to Broad Lane, for example, by the existing ‘cattle grids’ – would this be too 
far to walk to; if walking from Lambs Lane direction, you would then have to double back.  Cllr Wards 
commented that the pavement by the hairdressers is wider – do we need a crossing?  Cllr Hodson asked if 
CPC could carry out PV2 survey to which Cllr Morris replied yes. To be considered as part of an LHI bid 
(16H/070). 

16H/067. Neighbourhood Plan – to consider traffic issues arising from emerging Neighbourhood Plan– Cllr Morris 
outlined report – i.e. are we missing anything? – nothing further to add. The list in the report is not in 
order of priority.  Cllr Ward is keen on cycle ways to neighbouring villages particularly Landbeach and 
Oakington.  Cllr Young pointed out that the cycling from Cottenham to Waterbeach railway station is very 
dangerous for cyclists.  Supports Cllr Wards point. Cllr Nicholas commented that cycle lanes do not get 
used much during non-rush hour traffic. Cllr McCarthy said cycle traffic follows the same patterns as 
vehicular flows.  Cllr Young agreed. 

16H/068. Major Developments – to consider traffic implications of Major Developments – Cllr Morris outlined 
report circulated prior to meeting. CCC now agree that Cottenham’s trip rate data is higher than other 
areas due to higher car ownership in Cottenham, and its location.   The Rampton/Oakington Road 
roundabout is currently seriously overloaded, Gladman’s solution technically solves the problem.  Cllr 
Morris clarified how the roundabout would work – traffic has a longer window to get through.  Cllr Ward 
said the benefits were limited to where single lane goes to double lane.  What about pedestrians? Cllr 
Morris clarified the positioning of cycle paths around the edges; grass verges to be removed and replaced 
with cycle lanes.  A Toucan crossing is in Gladman’s proposals, further along Rampton. Speed cushions 
have also been added to slow traffic and a further road to be added to link the 3 proposed developments 
creating rat-run for drivers wishing to avoid the roundabout. Cllr Young reiterated that the proposed road 
layout changes were dependent upon applications being approved.   

16H/069.  Community Minibus – to consider response to SCDC Cllr Harford’s request to bid for Community Minibus.  
Guidelines state that Parish Councils cannot apply and the scheme is aimed more for disabled children 
and education purposes.  AC to respond –  Thank you for attending our Highways Committee Meeting 
and making a case for us to consider supporting a bid for community bus funding.  After reviewing the 
application guidelines, we are not able to bid as we do not meet the required criteria, especially the need 
to be a current section 19 licence holder.  Also, after studying the scheme guidance we felt that the 
scheme is aimed at educational groups and a Cottenham/Rampton bid would not meet the requirements.  
If you can find someone suitably qualified to lead a bid, this Committee could provide them with a letter 
of support. If the bid is successful we may look at ways for the Parish Council to offer financial support at 
a later date.  As you know, our draft emerging Neighbourhood Development Plan currently includes a 
policy to ”investigate provision of community bus services linking Cottenham to Ely, Oakington and 
Waterbeach.” 
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16H/070. Local Highways Initiative (LHI) bid – to consider next step towards submission of Local Highways 
Initiative bid (closing date 20th November 2016). Standing Orders suspended at 9.15pm. Cllr Ward spoke 
as a resident; believes that the proposed one way system would not achieve the required effect as 
Margett Street is not used as a cut-through.  Secondly; the plans effectively make Corbett Street a no 
through road, as drivers would not be able to exit onto Rooks Street.  Thirdly; the speeding on Histon 
Road is a more deserving priority. Standing Orders reinstated at 9.17pm.  Cllr Nicholas asked for 
clarification of the proposed one way system, most complaints are about speeding, but doesn’t 
understand how they can speed down such a narrow road especially with cars parked either side.  Cllr 
McCarthy gave examples of HGVs using Rook St.  Cllr McCarthy said that cars will go faster if the road 
becomes one-way, as they don’t have to worry about cars coming other way.  Cllr Nicholas said that such 
a scheme would needs lots of resident consultation.  Cllr Young suggested narrowing entrances to stop 
HCVs entering and a narrowing in the middle to shorten sections of speeding.  Cllr Nicholas doesn’t see 
how the road can be narrowed further.  Cllr Morris outlined the other LHI bid possibilities.  1. Speeding on 
Histon Rd – police are happy with CPC’s principle and it meets with LHI bid criteria. 3. Pavement 
Improvements – pedestrians are often neglected in highways schemes, meets with LHI bid criteria, no 
police consultation required.  4. Twentypence Road Speeding – not supported by the police - view is that 
the current speed restrictions are fitting - thereby making it difficult to get through the bid process – idea 
scrapped.  Adding a crossing by the Post Office fits in with LHI bid criteria.  Cllr Young commented that we 
should put in one strong bid, so as not to dilute the others.  Cllr Morris pointed out that there was 
evidence from the emerging Neighbourhood Plan and Issues Logs supporting the need for pavement 
improvements, current pavements are very uneven for pushchair and mobility scooter users. Standing 
Orders suspended at 9.34pm – Cllr Ward spoke as a resident; supports pavement improvements, most 
are narrow and uneven in some areas.  Children’s bikes with stabilisers almost tip into road.  Standing 
Orders reinstated 9.35pm.  Cllr Nicholas reiterated the need for yellow lines outside 93 & 95 Rooks Street 
as discussed at last meeting.  These will be included in the yellow lines ‘bundle’ (16H/065) – to be 
discussed at next Highways Meeting.  RESOLUTION: To take forward 3 LHI bids; Speeding on Histon Road, 
Crossing near to Post Office and Pavement Improvements. RESOLVED Cllr Morris to complete 
applications.   

16H/071. Matters for consideration at the next meeting – Wooden House (removal of speed hump), Bramley Close 
(layby issues with bus blocking entrance), Speed Indicator Devices, yellow line project. 

16H/072. Date of next meeting – 24th January 2017 
16H/073. Close of meeting – 9.40pm 
 
 
 
 

 Signed _____________________________ (Chair)  Date_______________________ 
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17H/005. Reports 
 
Assistant Clerk’s Report January 2017  
 
Matters for Consideration   
 
Wooden House/removal of Speed Hump – CPC have looked at this issue several times, how can CPC progress 
further? 
 
Email from resident 16th January 2017: 
 

Dear Mr McCarthy 
 
As you know for years we have been wanting the speed bump outside our house, The Wooden House, 
on Twenty Pence Road removed and have had meetings and written endless emails - still to no effect.  
Indeed you and I have stood out there by the speed bump and agreed that it is of no use in reducing 
speed in any way and all that happens is that our house is being shaken to the foundations - literally,  
and the noise is deafening as skip lorries, trailers etc hit the bump with no intention of slowing down. 
 
This is confirmed by various articles that I have been reading which I attach.   
 
I would be so very grateful if you could discuss this at your forthcoming meeting and get back to me 
with your decisions.  We are really desperate to get this removed - it is truly one of the reasons we 
would leave this house. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you 

 
Bramley Close – AC has visited site on several occasions at different times and on different days, no 
problems witnessed.  Cllr McCarthy drives past at the same time every day and has never seen  
anyone from Bramley Close inconvenienced. 
 
Speed Indicator Devices -  Defer to next meeting. 
 
Yellow Lines Project – At the last meeting is was suggested that yellow lines be investigated for Lacks Close, 
parts of Rooks Street and other locations as part of one project to be discussed at the next meeting – how do 
we decide on these ‘other locations’? – it is more cost effective to bundle locations together than applying 
for just one/two location(s).  
 
Matters Arising Since Last Meeting  
 
TROs 
 
Lambs Lane – signs with new restrictions to be installed on the village hall direction sign, lamp post opposite 
and one above dog waste bin as before (were missed off in October 2016) and Shauns/Post Office – parking 
restrictions sign was due to be installed and bays marked out in December 2016.  Response from Highways 
18th January 2017: “I am inundated right now – but I have asked our contractors and am awaiting a response. 
We have several projects, such as yours which require completion and along with yearend it would appear 
that they are struggling also.” 
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Lacks Close – Following on from a resident’s request to implement a parking permit scheme and complaints 
regarding parking; AC has visited site during the week at different times of the day although busy at times, 
no problem parking witnessed.  Pictures to be obtained of weekend and evening parking. 
 

 
 
11th Nov (Fri) 12pm 

 
 
15th Nov (Tu) 9.30am 

 
 
22nd Nov (Tu) 2pm 

 
 
18th Jan (Wed) 1pm 

 
Highways Issues 
 
Twentypence Road layby – parking restriction sign removed/knocked off in December 2016 – update from 
CC Highways: “I ordered a replacement for this last month and it will be fitted when we recieve a new sign 
from the supplier. It looks very much like someone disagrees with the new Traffic Regulation Order and has 
removed the sign themselves.  I will also be replacing the faded junction warning sign on the nearby lampost 
at the same time.” 
Potholes -  Lambs Lane and High St (Coop bend) – repaired 18th January 2017.  Rooks St – repairs booked for 
w/c 23rd January 2017 
Beach Cottenham Rd – following on from patching works carried out in November 2016 - most of the 
patching has eroded.  Lots of standing water after rainfall - this was reported in July 2015 following on from 
re-dressing - worse than before the works, very dangerous for cyclists as they have to ride in middle of road 
– Highways to inspect, date TBC. 
Blocked gullies around The Green – jetting was due to take place after leaf fall.  Some gullies were jetted on  
3rd November 2016 (DURING leaf fall) - there's been a lot more leaf fall since then and gullies are again 
blocked – awaiting response. 
Standing water along Histon Road – Update requested from Highways regarding monitoring of situation - 
awaiting response. 
 
Other 
 
North Area Parishes - Transport, Patch Meeting - 25th January 2017 - Cllr Morris to attend  
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Local Highways Initiative (LHI) Bid  
 

3 LHI bids have been submitted; Speeding on Histon Road, Crossing near to Post Office and Pavement 
Improvements.  The South Cambridgeshire Local Highway Improvement Panel are meeting to assess the LHI 
17/18 applications on Monday 30th and Tuesday 31st January 2017 – Cllr Morris to attend (3.30pm 30th) and 
will pitch:  
 

Thank you for the opportunity to summarise our proposition. 

Cottenham Parish Council is preparing a Neighbourhood Development Plan to take more control of 

where and how development occurs in the village. 

As part of that plan we conducted a parish-wide survey of residents’ views on five key subject areas: 

 Amenities & Facilities 

 Character & Heritage 

 Employment 

 Housing 

 Traffic and Transport 

From the findings in traffic and transport section we identified three challenges that both tackle an issue 

raised in the survey and extend work this year with County Highways. All three are persistent problems 

which, if addressed will improve road safety and deliver a community improvement.  

We have provided outlines of each element and, following experience with the current projects, 

understand that work will be needed to make them cost-effective and deliverable. 

 

1. Introduce a 400 metre 40mph buffer zone on the Histon Road approach with entry marked by 40mph signage 

and priority feature to restrict inbound flows; exit is at the current 30mph limit with opposing priority feature 

to restrict outbound flows. 

 Persistent problem – the most widely mentioned survey issue, by far, related to traffic, speeding and 

HGVs (cited by 71% of residents living on Histon Rd) 

 Road safety – yes, pedestrians and cyclists crossing road at village edge where cycle-path ends and 

resident drivers attempting access to roadway. 

 Community improvement – yes, support from Neighbourhood Plan survey 

2. Evaluate and make selective improvements to pavement surfaces and crossing places along High Street 

between Community Centre and Cottenham Club. 

 Persistent problem - There have been pavement “quality” surveys over many years in Cottenham leading 

to a current pilot project with County Highways to improve pavement linking the Primary School, two 

sheltered housing schemes and the High Street. 

 Road safety - The elderly and less mobile, mothers with young children, pushchairs, scooters or trainer 

wheels are vulnerable to upset on narrow pavements 

 Community improvement - This project focuses on accessibility of the High Street to ageing population 

and denudation of village centres. 

3. Introduce a zebra crossing within 50 to 100 metres of the relocated Post Office at 145 High Street so 

pedestrian safety levels are restored to those near the former location.   

 Persistent problem – 64% of residents wanting better pedestrian crossings; relocation of PO has focused 

on need at this location. 

 Road safety – nearest formal crossing to PO is now over 400 metres to south; assists traffic calming 

 Community improvement – maintaining a PO in Cottenham was major issue in the village 

Added value - To create additional value, Cottenham Parish Council has resolved to make up to £30,000 

available for these projects. We hope you will supplement this with £10,000 towards any one or all of the 

above three projects. 

Thank you. 
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Pavement Project  
 

Cllr Morris (and AC) met with Chris Foyle, Project Manager, in December 2016 to go over revised plans as 
per the issues highlighted at safety audit -  road safety has now approved and once the lighting design for 
the zebra crossing has been received from contractor; the package will be ordered. 
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17H/006.  Commercial Company Covenant   
 

From: Cantwell Jane [mailto:Jane.Cantwell@cambridgeshire.gov.uk]  
Sent: 29 November 2016 11:55 
Subject: HGV Covenant 
  

Dear Parishes, 
  
Cambridgeshire County Council receive many concerns from communities and parishes 
about the impact lorries and other large vehicles have on their local area.  
  
As a result the Council have adapted a document (attached to this email and on our 
website), originally created by 'Community Roadwatch', for Parishes and local 
communities to use to agree certain conditions with local haulage firms. 
  
It is for communities to contact hauliers to discuss specific requirements and, using the 
attached document, set out an agreement covering what communities can expect from 
haulage companies and their drivers and what they will do in return. 
  
To date the following Companies have signed up: 
 

 Amey 

 Balfour Beatty 

 Cornwell & Son 

 Masters Logistical 

 Mick George Ltd 

 Skanska 

  
This list will be updated on our website periodically  
at: http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/info/20081/roads_and_pathways/113/heavy_vehicl
esabnormal_loads_on_the_road 

  

If you have any questions about this, please do ask. 
  
Kind regards, 
  
Jane Cantwell 
Information and Engagement Officer 
Highways Service 
Cambridgeshire County Council 

 

  

mailto:Jane.Cantwell@cambridgeshire.gov.uk
http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/info/20081/roads_and_pathways/113/heavy_vehiclesabnormal_loads_on_the_road
http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/info/20081/roads_and_pathways/113/heavy_vehiclesabnormal_loads_on_the_road
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Commercial Company Covenant 
 

(A Voluntary Code of Conduct for Commercial Vehicle Operators) 
  
 
As a commercial company that operates large vehicles in Cambridgeshire, we are aware of 
the impact our vehicles can have on local communities, including:   

 

 noise 

 vibration 

 pollution  

 risk to life  
 
We recognise that these factors can be exacerbated by inappropriate or excessive speeds 
or if unsuitable or environmentally insensitive routes are chosen.   
 
Therefore, in an attempt to mitigate these impacts we will seek to:  
 

 cooperate with local communities to identify and address their concerns (as far as is 
possible) 

 adhere to agreed HCV routes, as appropriate to our vehicles  

 observe weight and speed limits, as appropriate to our vehicles  

 observe self-imposed lower speed limits where these are an appropriate response 
to community concerns  

 address any report of inappropriate behaviour by our drivers  
 
In return we expect community groups to:  
 

 approach us directly with any concerns relating to our drivers/vehicles   

 provide regular feedback on the effectiveness of this scheme in addressing the 
communities’ concerns  

 anonymise any data collected that is made publicly available, except with our prior 
consent.  

  
Signed ______________________________________ Date ______________  
  
On behalf of (Company) _______________________________________________  
  
Cambridgeshire County Council supports this community-owned initiative and commits to 
publicly recognise examples of good practice. 
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17H/007.  Cottenham Cycle Paths  
 
The clean-up/litter pick along the Histon Road Cycle path held on 14th January 2017 was well supported -  
most of the solar studs were uncovered - however some are broken and some have vegetation growing 
up through them.  In some places the volunteers had to scrape back up to a metre of overgrowth - the 
surface underneath is very uneven and damaged, looks like the last surfacing was only done up to the 
vegetation instead of peeling it back to the edge (which does have the concrete edging).  AC had 
reported to Highways and is awaiting response. 
 
Quote from Highways in a response to a resident that complained about the cycle path: 
 

“Maintenance liability for cycleways rest with various different bodies.  The County Council 
maintains the surface, the District Council are responsible for cleansing and sweeping and the 
adjoining landowner are responsible for cutting back the hedges.  The issue of weeds growing 
across the cycleway is something that the County Council does respond to but unfortunately it 
tends to be treated as a low priority as budgets are much reduced and other highway issues usually 
take precedent.  The County Council does not carry out any routine maintenance of the cycleway 
and works are completed as need dictates and budgets allow.” 

 
Updated sweeping schedule requested from SCDC (their website shows 2004 information). 
 
We regularly get complaints about the poor condition, debris, overgrown vegetation, and lighting of the 
Cottenham to Histon and Cottenham to Rampton cycle paths. 
 
 

 

17H/008. Mud on Roads  
 
In October 2015 we wrote to local companies/farmers involved asking for them to be more considerate 
when driving through Cottenham and to ensure tractor drivers are abiding by policies (if in place) for 
night time driving.   
 
Cllr Ward observed this autumn (based on the potatoes along Long Drove) that Produce Connection were 
meticulous about brushing the road after every load leaving the field. The dry conditions this autumn 
have no doubt helped.  Proposes writing to Produce Connection to acknowledge their efforts.  
 
Cllr McCarthy has taken note of their driving along Denmark Road the standard of which has been much 
improved, as well as other areas, and also the lack of mud this year. Suggests we should send them a 
letter recognising this and our appreciation of their efforts.  
 


